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About you
1 Are you replying as a member of the public or on behalf of an organisation?
Organisation

2 If you are replying as a member of the public
What is your name?:
If you enter your email address then you will automatically receive an acknowledgement email when you submit your response. We may also use this
to contact you further.:

3 If you are replying on behalf of an organisation or organisations
Which organisation(s)?:
Blackdown Hills AONB Partnership
What is your name and position?:
Tim Youngs, Manager
If you enter your email address then you will automatically receive an acknowledgement email when you submit your response. We may also use this
to contact you further.:
tim.youngs@devon.gov.uk

4 We would like to be able to use extracts from submissions in our final report. If you would not like them, potentially, to be made public,
please tell us here.
Yes, I am content for you to use extracts of my response in the final report

5 We have obligations under freedom of information laws and there is more information below. For the purposes of these laws, would you
like your response to be confidential?
No
If you have answered yes, please give your reason:

Before anything else
6 We would love to know what makes National Parks and AONBs special to you
Upload :
ff pic- gavin.jpg was uploaded
Yes, you can use my photo online or in the report

Part 1 - Opening thoughts
7 What do you think works overall about the present system of National Parks and AONBs in England? Add any points that apply
specifically to only National Parks or AONBs
Please write your answer here:
The current protected landscape network provides a vital function in conserving and enhancing the nation’s most treasured landscapes and its component natural
capital elements that provide a range of public goods and services including biodiversity, historic and cultural heritage, improving water quality, alleviating flooding
and mitigating drought and providing public access & recreation.
National Parks and AONBs provide a focus for a geographical area that other bodies do not. AONBs provide an opportunity for community identity and to
galvanise community activity and focus on a geographical area that crosses local government and civil boundaries. AONB’s align with and are key to delivering
national and local policy objectives via co-created AONB Management Plan policies and innovative, partnership approaches.
The Blackdown Hills AONB Partnership is 80 members strong and represents the full cross-section of interests in the AONB, in particular the mix of locally
accountable elected members representing all relevant local authorities, with officers from national agencies and local interest groups. This provides a trusted,
effective and democratic structure for deciding local priorities and co-ordinating shared programmes of action. AONB’s are nimble in their approach and have
proved themselves capable of adapting to changed circumstances and acting as a focus for innovation.

AONBs achieve a huge amount given the limited resources available, via Defra and Local Authority funding. AONBs deliver excellent value for money, turning
every public £1 is turned into £10 by the AONB Partnerships. External project funding accessed includes Lottery and Interreg monies, such that AONB
Partnerships have a track record in delivering pioneering innovative projects to support sustainable tourism, healthy communities and take forward landscape
scale ecological restoration in the light of pressures such as climate change. In addition, the AONB's own Sustainable Development Fund (SDF) supports local
community projects and work to conserve and enhance the AONB.
AONBs have long been recognised by Government as potential ‘test beds’ for new ways of working that can subsequently be applied outside AONBs. New ways
of working with the private and voluntary sectors (such as through community interest companies, charitable trusts and friends’ groups) take advantage of the
different mix of skills and resources that these institutional models can offer and have potential to fill some of the spaces left by a smaller public sector.
Dedicated AONB staff teams (based on Local Authority structures) provide AONB Partnerships with delivery capacity, long term credibility and local expertise;
they provide flexibility, the ability to react quickly to opportunities and enable partnerships to ‘punch above their weight’.
In all the above, collaboration and learning are key. The great range of experience and variety of approaches within and between AONBs is facilitated by the
National Association which coordinates their lead officers and staff to ensure that the benefits of cooperation and collaboration are widely shared and result in
behavioural change within and beyond individual AONB Partnerships.

8 What do you think does not work overall about the system and might be changed? Add any points that apply specifically to National
Parks or AONBs
Please write your answer here:
The purposes of England’s Designated Landscapes need to be aligned, taking into consideration a ‘first purpose’ ‘to conserve and enhance the natural beauty,
wildlife and cultural heritage’ and a second aligned purpose specifically relating to recreation (to promote opportunities for the understanding and enjoyment of the
special qualities).
For the local community, wider public and some organisations it is not clear why some areas are National Parks and some AONBs and there remains a lack of
awareness that they are of equal status.
AONBs have limited scope for making change compared to National Parks due to lack of resources.
It is essential that core resourcing is aligned with the effective delivery of statutory purposes and the issue of financial vulnerability (that can be caused by the
relationship with component Local Authorities) needs to be addressed. Five-year funding packages are needed based on clear and agreed outcomes and return
on investment.
Section 85 of the CrOW Act 2000 doesn’t really work for AONBs, so strengthening this such that AONB teams and partnerships are better able to help direct
positive change in the countryside (enhancement) could be a really powerful outcome. Specifically, Section 85 should be amended to require public bodies and
statutory undertakers to have ‘duty of due regard’ and to give parity across protected landscapes.
Another step could be to consider legislation that places a duty on relevant authorities to support the delivery of the AONB Management Plan, not just its
production, and encourage the production of dedicated Development Plan documents for AONBs where appropriate.
AONB Partnerships could take on a statutory role for planning and future rural support scheme delivery, as well as a lead role in delivering new ways of working.
In respect of planning, adopting AONB management policies in Local Plans/ Development Plans will give more weight to policies that affect the AONB and
strengthen the need for public bodies to take ‘duty of due regard.’ The provision set out in Article 18, Schedule 4 of the Development Management Procedure
Order (DMPO) 2015 could be used to give AONB Partnerships statutory consultee status for Town and Country planning matters.
Although it is important to work positively not negatively in relation to planning, a formal planning objection from an AONB to a planning application needs to carry
more weight, for example similar to County Highways and Environment Agency objections.
The pressure of development is increasing in the Blackdown Hills AONB and encroaching all around the boundary, for example via development linked to the
Greater Exeter Strategic Plan. An example of a development pressure within the AONB is speculative housing applications around the main settlement
(Hemyock) in the absence of a District Council 5 year Housing Land Supply. There is some apprehension that the revised NPPF wording in respect of the
presumption in favour of sustainable development (previous para 14/now para 11) will make it more challenging to resist such development. Adequate funding of
Town and Country planning activity is required so that AONB officers can effectively manage involvement in major planning applications and properly manage a
new statutory consultee responsibility.
The AONBs advisory role to Local Authorities is often not sufficient to prevent inappropriate and unsustainable developments. In addition, the weight attached to
AONB status in relation to planning can be low amongst relevant authorities, including Local Authorities and other statutory bodies. There is considerable
potential for production of national guidance explaining how to interpret and apply weight to the designation, particularly in respect of other competing interests in
the planning balance and other decision making.

Part 2 - Views
9 What views do you have about the role National Parks and AONBs play in nature conservation and biodiversity?
Please write your answer here:
AONBs play an important role at the landscape level including accessing funding. Significant leverage has been achieved through securing external funding to
restore priority habitats and associated species. The Blackdown Hills AONB is an ecologically connected landscape and project work across the Partnership has

focussed on restoring coherent and resilience ecological networks (underpinned by the Lawton principles) with a view to creating Nature Recovery Networks.
AONBs play a key role in delivering nature conservation and biodiversity objectives and these are seen as integral to the primary function to conserve and
enhance the natural beauty. This could be formalised through a revised first purpose for AONBs that includes wildlife and cultural heritage.
The AONBs power to convene and catalyse/ lead on restoration initiatives has led to significant improvements to nature conservation sites, following the ‘bigger,
better, more & joined’ principle and delivery of government targets.
An example is the work through the Blackdown Hills AONB Partnership to focus targeted action to restore important natural capital on a landscape-scale,
including spring-line mires and wet woodlands that are important biodiversity sites (not all designated). Such action has resulted in local success stories for
associated species such as marsh fritillary butterflies and dormice, as well as providing a range of other ecosystem services.
However, there is still much work to do to restore ecological networks and enable free movement of species; a 2017 ‘State of the Blackdown Hills’ report
highlighted the fact that only 19% of the SSSI’s in the AONB are in favourable condition, with the vast majority (76%) recovering, so moving in the right direction
but too slowly to prevent continued declines across the AONB of priority species such as wood white butterflies.
AONBs have an important role, bringing together local importance and voice. Would like to see AONBs more empowered to make decisions regarding protected
sites rather than needing to consult Natural England and others for all sites.
The AONB engage with local farmers and landowners (including through the Blackdown Hills Farming & Woodland Facilitation Group) to get best results for all
and to help to create win-win outcomes.
Could they do more to enhance our wildlife and support the recovery of our natural habitats?:
It is essential that government helps optimise the ability of Designated Landscapes to deliver for climate change adaptation and mitigation.
It is important that AONB Organisations and their Management Plans have a central role in the restoration of nature and ecosystem services. This should be
ensured through development and support for the role AONB teams will play in delivering on Outcome 1c of Biodiversity 2020, Net Gain, and their crucial role in
supporting a Nature Recovery Network. Aligning AONB delivery with the 25 YEP is essential and has been undertaken in order to cross-reference delivery and
outcomes/ measures.
The AONB’s could do more to enhance our wildlife and support the recovery of natural habitats but need to be empowered to do so through being delegated
more authority from government departments and sufficiency resourced. AONB’s are well placed to do this via strong, well balanced and grassroots partnerships
and experienced, trusted staff.

10 What views do you have about the role National Parks and AONBs play in shaping landscape and beauty, or protecting cultural
heritage?
Please write your answer here:
The protected landscape network plays a vital role in shaping landscape and beauty and protecting cultural heritage. In AONBs, statutory Management Plans are
a vital co-created tool to set a vision for the place, define policies and objectives and set out strategic partnership actions, to deliver the vision. The AONB
Management Plan allows for the shaping of landscape through time and promotes enhancement. Protecting, promoting and supporting cultural heritage is a key
component to ensure that traditions and other locally distinctive heritage practices continue to thrive and be celebrated.
An up-to-date Landscape Character Assessment for the Blackdown Hills AONB is a valuable tool, to underpin decision making.
In the Blackdown Hills AONB, partnership working with Historic England has resulted in a national case study focussing on the historic field boundaries of the
AONB, one of the area’s special qualities. As well as quantifying the natural capital stock of the AONB, the ecosystem service flows have also been calculated.
This enables a heritage rich landscape to be fully valued and monetised in terms of its biological, historic and cultural heritage value. In addition, those elements
that cannot be monetised have also been captured, such as traditional cultural heritage and associations with land management practices. As well as informing
natural capital assessments and future rural support schemes, the case study is also being used to engage local communities to celebrate sense of place, in
terms of what has changed in the landscape and what hasn’t.

11 What views do you have about the role National Parks and AONBs play in working with farmers and land managers and how might this
change as the current system of farm payments is reformed?
Please write your answer here:
The protected landscapes play a vital role in working with farmers and land managers and the role of land management in shaping the landscape is absolutely
fundamental to the work of the Blackdown Hills AONB. Farming and land management underpin the area’s natural beauty so AONBs and National Parks should
be able to influence and play a key role in programmes and practices.
The Blackdown Hills AONB Partnership has farmer members and works closely together with farming communities. The Partnership (and other AONBs) have
demonstrated how effective they can be in bringing together groups of farmers/ land managers through stewardship facilitation projects, for example the
Blackdown Hills Farming & Woodland Group (with 58 farmer members).
Working with the farming community to allow the industry to move forward in a sustainable way is important. Farming in the Blackdown Hills AONB has joint roles
of producing safe affordable food while maintaining the environment. AONBs can help here by helping the industry attract funding streams. AONBs can attract
and obtain funding for large landscape scale projects that individual land owners cannot.
By demonstrating this collaboration across farm units, investment has been drawn in from external funders keen to buy into the benefits that accrue across

collective landholdings. Such investors in the Blackdown Hills AONB area include National Grid (mitigating visual impacts of pylons), Catchment Partnerships via
the Environment Agency and County Councils (natural flood management and water quality improvements) and Forestry Commission (undermanaged woodland
to woodfuel). However, the AONBs ability to do this work is constrained by limited available funding through mechanisms such as the facilitation fund.
AONB have an important role to bring in local priorities and importance to nationally produced rural support schemes, a good example being the Making it Local
LEADER programme that operates across two AONBs (Blackdown Hills AONB and East Devon AONB).
Local targeting is needed to achieve the best outcomes and working together will be key in future payment schemes.
As the current system of farm payments is reformed, the role of AONBs needs to be strengthened especially in marginal, high nature value farmed areas such as
the Blackdown Hills AONB. This because especially in such landscapes, land use policy changes could have a detrimental effect on the numerous small, mixed
family farms and where vital ecosystem services are being provided by low intensity land management. For example, the Blackdown Hills AONB forms the
headwaters of three rivers that flow south through Devon and appropriate land management across farm holdings in such areas is critical to downstream
communities at risk of flooding including the city of Exeter.
Within a suitable framework, significant flow of public goods and services from well managed natural capital stock and delivery of 25 YEP objectives should be
maximised. A strengthened AONB Management Plan could provide this framework. Co-created AONB Management Plans are locally accountable, ‘bottom-up’
blueprints for the AONB designated landscape, managed and delivered by a broad partnership of interested parties who are trusted by local communities.
Despite significant partnership effort, there are areas where the condition of the natural capital stock is poor (e.g. biodiversity declines, failing water quality, poor
soil health leading to downstream flooding, lack of climate change adaptation and resilience) and the rural economy is fragile, both examples of factors impacting
the ability to conserve and enhance in the AONB.
There is significant opportunity to work through the AONB Partnership and AONB Management Plans to provide the vehicle for delivering the new Environmental
Land Management Scheme (ELMS) to make best use of public money by maximising public goods and services.
As outlined in the Agriculture Bill, future rural support schemes need to focus on delivering public goods and services outcomes, that AONB Partnership/s (via
farmer led approaches and farm clusters) are well placed to deliver in a locally tailored way and building on tried and tested approaches, for example LEADER
groups and their power to convene.

12 What views do you have about the role National Parks and AONBs play in supporting and managing access and recreation?
Please write your answer here:
The very stark differentiation in how this is reflected in the statutory purposes of National Parks and AONBs respectively doesn’t truly reflect the degree to which
most AONBs are engaged in this issue. AONBs do a lot to support and manage access/recreation, which is appropriate and perhaps needs to be better
recognised/acknowledged and resourced.
An example is the Blackdown Hills AONB Partnership where access and recreation opportunities are promoted and supported via a visitor guide and a myriad of
on-line and other resources to encourage people to explore the area. 50+ events are held a year across the area by the AONB to promote it and engage local
communities and visitors alike, by promoting and supporting access and recreation, but not necessarily ‘managing’ it.
The AONB ethos is that these beautiful, free, spaces are for everyone and through the work of the partnership, we help people access the outdoors.

13 What views do you have about the way National Park and AONB authorities affect people who live and work in their areas?
Please write your answer here:
The Blackdown Hills AONB is a highly visible and well known organisation in the area, embedded in local communities and there is a genuine sense of shared
purpose and understanding amongst communities, affecting people who live and work in the area in a positive way.
A strong sense of place is maintained and developed via AONB Partnership activities that seek to inspire, engage in activities and co-create solutions with local
communities that help to conserve, enhance and celebrate the AONB. Examples include community engagement projects in the Blackdown Hills AONB such as a
crayfish recovery project, an historic environment project linking to field boundaries and training in biological surveying skills and promoting citizen science.
In terms of planning related issues, local communities and businesses generally understand that they are located in an AONB and in their advisory role to Local
Authorities, the AONBs undertake pre-consultation work with developers and produce planning guidance, in order to create a shared platform.
There are significant numbers of volunteers (80+) engaged in AONB activities including nature & wellbeing work, practical volunteering and heritage surveying
linked to projects. Across the AONB Partnership (and supported by an AONB Volunteer Co-ordinator), this number increases considerably. At least 2000 hours of
volunteer effort has been recorded across the AONB in the first half of 2018.
As an AONB spanning 2 county councils and 4 district councils, the Blackdown Hills AONB Partnership provides a geographic focus for people in the area that
the other authorities cannot/ do not.
Are they properly supporting them and what could be done differently?:
The Blackdown Hills AONB is a highly visible and well known organisation in the area, embedded in local communities and there is a genuine sense of shared
purpose and understanding amongst communities, affecting people who live and work in the area in a positive way.
The Blackdown Hills AONB works closely with partners such as the Blackdown Hills Business Association http://www.bhba.org.uk/about/ to promote a vibrant,
successful and sustainable economy within the Blackdown Hills, with the purpose to provide a supportive environment in which businesses serving the
Blackdown Hills can learn, connect and grow together.

14 What views do you have on the role National Park and AONB authorities play on housing and transport in their areas?
Please write your answer here:
The Blackdown Hills AONB Partnership has a key role in advising Local Authorities on housing and transport in the AONB. The AONB produce guidance
documents (such as a Design Guide for new housing developments) to work with developers and help ensure that developments are appropriate.

There are some major transport infrastructure proposals in and adjacent to the Blackdown Hills AONB and the AONB plays a role in terms of advising the
highway authorities (including Highways England) on adherence with the AONB Management Plan policies but AONBs have inadequate powers and resource in
this area to effectively influence decisions.
The AONBs contribute to work with Local Authorities on allocations for affordable housing to help support rural employment (for example local young families). In
the Blackdown Hills, the AONB Management Plan aims to support such development in appropriate locations. The AONBs set the context for housing design that
is respectful of environment/ landscape/ culture.

Part 3 - Current ways of working
15 What views do you have on the way they are governed individually at the moment? Is it effective or does it need to change, if so, how?
Please write your answer here:
The mechanism by which the designation’s purposes are delivered will vary according to local requirements; AONB governance models should therefore continue
to reflect local requirements. Nevertheless, local governance models need to ensure national status is recognised, possibly through improved terms of reference
for members and/or the use of national appointees.
We recognise that there is a need to strengthen national governance and improve the accessibility of national support for individual AONB partnerships and
teams. Likewise, we would like to see a strengthening of local governance through improved responsibility of AONB partnerships (see earlier responses on
planning, land management and biodiversity).
The Blackdown Hills AONB Partnership is 80 members strong and represents the full cross-section of interests in the AONB. Governance is relatively light, with
three Partnership meetings per year, each preceded by an Officers (funders) meeting. There are ‘task and finish groups’ as required and forums (community
heritage and biodiversity). This all allows a nimble approach that focusses on delivery/ outcomes, is outward facing and inclusive.
The Blackdown Hills Partnership Management Group has historically tended to be ‘consultative’. However, this has changed in recent years with a focus on
action across the partnership to deliver a set of common outcomes (the AONB Management Plan). This is now being further developed with ‘sponsor’ roles for
Partnership members on a particular aspect of the Delivery Plan, clearer key Priorities and focussed measures.

16 What views do you have on whether they work collectively at the moment, for instance to share goals, encourage interest and
involvement by the public and other organisations?
Please write your answer here:
Through the National Association of AONBs, there is regular communication and joint working with all other AONBs in England & Wales. There is a strong sense
of ‘AONB family’ and sharing of goals, cross-fertilisation of ideas and innovations across the whole AONB network.
Many projects are undertaken jointly between the Blackdown Hills AONB and other members of the AONB family, primarily in the south west. An example
includes AONB Partnership work with landowners to deploy natural flood management measures on farms in discrete sub-catchments, as there are three rivers
that rise in the Blackdown Hills AONB and flow through East Devon AONB into Lyme Bay). Citizen science monitoring by interested members of the public are
integral to this project and a range of NGO and public bodies responsible for flood, drought and improving water quality are engaged, for example the County
Council as lead surface water flood & coastal risk body and the Environment Agency.
Innovative new catchment approaches working through Catchment Partnerships are co-creating solutions with local communities to climate change to allow
co-adaption, supported by Interreg funding. Part of this process is co-creating a 25 year Blueprint for the river Culm catchment that rises in the Blackdown Hills
AONB and flows out of the AONB and downstream to Exeter City, where it currently causes over 5000 homes to be at risk from flooding and where the project
plans to deploy nature based solutions to attenuate flows and reduce flood peaks.
An under managed woods to wood fuel project across the Blackdown Hills AONB and East Devon AONB works with landowners and suppliers/ processors to join
up supply and demand chains.

17 What views do you have on their efforts to involve people from all parts of society, to encourage volunteering and improve health and
well-being?
Please write your answer here:
The Blackdown Hills AONB is seeking to encourage greater community ownership and shared commitment to conserving and enhancing the AONB. With the two
neighbouring Somerset AONBs (Quantock Hills and Mendip Hills), the Blackdown Hills share a Volunteer Co-Ordinator and a Nature & Wellbeing Manager, both
of which engage and support communities. Both projects target harder to reach groups, within the AONB and in surrounding towns. Third sector groups such the
Alzheimer’s Society, Age Concern and local physical and mental wellbeing charities have been supported and bespoke events have been organised.
Health & wellbeing is a developing area of work that requires more investment and truly make the link between landscape management and public health.
We are striving to engage on an on-going basis with all schools in the Blackdown Hills AONB, but funding is a limiting factor here.

18 What views do you have on the way they are funded and how this might change?
Please write your answer here:
Core funding must be adequate and needs longer-term certainty from the public sector. Looking ahead for externally funded projects, other additional sources of
income need to be explored including from the commercial sector.
Engaging meaningfully with local communities requires high quality, sustained approaches that builds trust, understanding and raises awareness, to build a sense
of place and encourage on-going engagement. We know from experience in the AONB that targeted, time limited, externally funded engagement projects are

highly successful in terms of engaging local communities, but suffer from a lack of continuity as funding runs out. To avoid a ‘boom and bust’ time-limited project
approach, a base level of engagement is required. Examples are nature & wellbeing projects helping/ aiding those most in need in and around the AONB and
habitat/ species recovery projects.

19 What views do you have on the process of designation - which means the way boundaries are defined and changed?
Please write your answer here:
There does need to be a very clear and suitably resourced national process; however, this should be prioritised towards dealing with very clear anomalies, rather
than to justify the inclusion of lots of large new extensions to protected landscapes.

20 What views do you have on whether areas should be given new designations? For instance, the creation of new National Parks or
AONBs, or new types of designations for marine areas, urban landscapes or those near built-up areas.
Please write your answer here:
Consideration of new designations should only be progressed in exceptional cases; we need to focus limited resources on the protected landscapes that currently
exist.
Restructuring could only divert funding (if the total budget remains the same) and could weaken the current network.

21 Are there lessons that might be learnt from the way designated landscapes work in other parts of the United Kingdom, or abroad?
Please write your answer here:
The move in Wales as part of the review of protected landscapes to describe the network as ‘National Landscapes of Wales’ seems appropriate in terms of
providing greater parity between the designated landscapes, particularly in terms of status, profiling and resourcing.
The South Downs National Park model looks interesting, with planning powers maintained through Local Authorities as opposed to a more ‘traditional’ National
Park approach, however it is not known how well this works in practice.

Part 4 - Closing thoughts
22 Do you think the terms currently used are the right ones? Would you suggest an alternative title for AONBs, for instance and if so
what?
Please write your answer here:
Retain the statutory designation of Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty but support the rebranding of AONBs as ‘National Landscapes’.
A focus on ‘Natural Beauty’ is important.

23 The review has been asked to consider how designated landscapes work with other designations such as National Trails, Sites of
Special Scientific Interest (SSSIs), Special Areas of Conservation (SACs), National Nature Reserves (NNRs) and Special Protected Areas
(SPAs). Do you have any thoughts on how these relationships work and whether they could be improved?
Please write your answer here:
Designated landscapes work is integrated with other designations including SSSI’s, SAC’s and Scheduled Monuments via the AONB Partnership and 5 year
Delivery Plan (part of the AONB Management Plan). Annual Business Plans then highlight specific, measurable actions delivered in partnership.
Given the limited resources of AONBs, Natural England, Historic England this is essential, although there are often insufficient resources available to restore/
conserve designated sites within designated landscapes and recovery/ protection is therefore delayed or not achieved.
Would like to see AONBs more empowered to make decisions regarding protected sites rather than needing to consult Natural England and others for all sites.

24 Do you have any other points you would like to make that are not covered above?
Please write your answer here:
The photograph attached to this response is a group of Rough Grazing Association farmers (the precursor to the Blackdown Hills Farming & Woodland facilitation
Group) who are on a visit to Old Wolford Farm, Dunkeswell (Blackdown Hills) discussing spring-line mire management.
It has long been recognised that the protected landscape network has tremendous potential to lead the way in delivery of public goods and services including
reconnecting fragmented habitats to benefit biodiversity, providing clean water and flood/ drought resilience, restoring healthy soils and carbon stores such as
mires as well as providing public access and recreation.
This has been delivered in part using limited resources and innovative approaches. However, there is a real opportunity through this review to realise the ambition
for England's National Landscapes to fully become exemplars that 'raise the bar' on delivery of environmental goods and services.
To do this will require changes to legislation to strengthen the safeguards over our cherished national landscapes, support for delivery via AONB Partnerships (or
equivalent) and nationally defined but locally led approaches.

